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‘Composite Biased Rotations ’ (CP-BR) 

• Multiple Zeeman-spins
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• Optimization algorithm-GRAPE

SU(2) rotation operator:

Gate fidelity:

Gradient:

• Pulse noise resilience
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• Ramsey Interferometry and Multiple 𝜋-Gates

• Quantum process tomography

• Randomized benchmarking and dynamic decoupling[2,3]

• The experimental setup and measurement procedure

~50m fiber delay

fEOM~16GHz carrier

Intensity-error immunity supports high-fidelity matterwave control of multiple

Zeeman spinors in parallel.
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• The 99.2% fidelity is less than the ℱ = 99.7%

theoretical limit, likely due to digital noise in the

waveforms (to be suppressed with new technology).

• Doubling Δ and laser power together lead to ℱ~
99.9%.

• Toward a practical large area atom interferometer for

wideband, noise-immune inertial sensing.

• Scaling-up the Raman control for advanced quantum

information processors.

Random Gates Sequence

Nexp = 4 Nexp = 4*4 Nexp = 4*4*4

Welcome to visit our lab and website: https://ultracontrol.fudan.edu.cn

We experimentally demonstrate precise Raman matterwave control at an intermediate single-photon

detuning , where a balance between the optical power efficiency with the requirements on

the control speed and the suppression of excited-state dynamics can be adjusted. The method is based

on composite biased rotation[1] that exploits the proportionality between the traditionally “unwanted”

light shift with the Raman coupling . At , mesoscopic samples of 105 87Rb atoms are

uniformly controlled, within tens of nanoseconds, near a laser focus with merely ~10 mW power. The

control is fast enough to be immune to low-frequency noises, so our system can be accurately

modeled. The ℱ > 99.2% fidelity is estimated with standard single-qubit QPT[2] and RB[3]. Our work

suggests highly precise spinor matterwave controls are achievable for large atomic samples with

moderate laser power, even in noisy environment.
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